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The recent publication of a US-style National Security Strategy document by Japan, combined with the
negative publicity generated by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s visit to the controversial Yasukuni Shrine,
has drawn attention to marked changes in Japanese security posture. After decades of economic stagnation
and suffering the calamity of the Great East Japan Earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster at Fukushima
in 2011, Tokyo has begun to seriously reappraise its national priorities. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the realm of national security, where Japan is under unremitting pressure from China and North Korea,
and has yet to achieve a workable modus vivendi with its South Korean and Russian neighbours. This
presentation considers the future of Japan’s grand strategy, and puts particular emphasis on Tokyo’s
attempts to build new ‘strategic partnerships’ with Australia, India, and other regional allies, as a
counterweight to the challenges above. It seeks to offer insights into “what's really going on” behind the
media furore in order to arrive at a balanced appraisal of current Japanese security thinking.
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